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sport
/spôrt/

noun
an activity in which an individual or team competes against another for entertainment.

strat  e  gy
/stratƏjē/

noun
a plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim.

● ●



sport  e  gy
/spôrtƏjē/

noun
the resulting business that fuses strategy with sport to help professional sports clubs 
deliver sustainable, long-term success in an ever-evolving entertainment industry.

● ●



strategy without tactics is 
the slowest route to victory,
tactics without strategy is 

the noise before defeat



the problem to solve

Every sports club wants, and needs, to grow. 

But when managing a very unpredictable product, coupled with very little appropriate 
resource, pursuing such a multi-faceted goal is often a very reactive or ill-equipped 
endeavour.

●



feeding a vicious cycle

Such reactivity and lack of support empowers tactical response. Tactical response elevates 
the need for immediate results. Immediate results establishes short termism. 

Short termism kills sustainable, long-term growth.

Rinse, wash, repeat. 

Status quo is embedded.

●



a great distraction

This results in little focus, if any, put towards the strategic recruiting, thinking, development 
and implementation tools necessary to take sports clubs forward. 

Unable to shift the dial on key growth metrics through the Administration, a significant 
reliance is put on the performance of the product… on winning.

And no sports club, let alone business, always wins.

●



the essence of strategy is 
choosing what not to do



offering a helping hand

To help guide and ultimately snap sports clubs out of this cycle, sport-e-gy has been 
established as a bolt-on strategic offering that with rigour, discipline and focus, enables and 
empowers your club to pursue a sustainable growth agenda across your respective 
consumer and commercial functions.

●



a bit about us

We are a tribe of sports marketing and management experts that exist to define... 

How you will grow,
Where you will grow, (where you won’t go to grow), and 
What resources you need to apply in-between.

●

●

●
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extending, not replacing

With limited financial resources, coupled with a market-wide skills shortage, sport-e-gy is an 
extension, rather than replacement, of your clubs’ internal capacity and capability, allowing 
continued focus on the day-to-day without jeopardising the long-term.

Providing cost-efficient access to the vital strategic and go-to-market foundations necessary 
to pursue growth proactively, our goal is to... 

●



…create a virtuous, not 
vicious, cycle that propels you 
forward - not holds you back



how it looks

The flexible model is purpose built as both a one-stop-shop, or as a take what-you-need, 
when-you-need offering that covers the end-to-end marketing demands of sports clubs of 
all sizes pursuing growth.

With three core areas of service, the offering looks to:

understand where you are (diagnosis); to then help
plan where you want to go, as much as where you won’t go (strategy); to then help
execute to get there (tactics).

●

●
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diagnosis strategy tactics

understand plan execute

market research
market segmentation

market analysis
brand research

data health review
data systems review

audience profiling
marketing strategy

media planning
brand strategy
data strategy

product development

campaign planning
analysis and reporting

print production
digital production

tech implementation
data implementation

phase

task

delivery



there is nothing so useless 
as doing efficiently that which 

should not be done at all



who we exist for

If you need help breaking away from the day-to-day and establishing a sustainable path to 
growth, sport-e-gy is for you.

With decades of combined experience in and out of the sports-industry, motivated by a love 
for sport, fan behaviour and the inevitable change that comes as time goes by, we exist for 
those that want to break away from the day-to-day and establish a sustainable path to 
success.

Those that want to succeed. On, and off, the field or court.
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